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Detector for Higgs studies
First studies with CMS detector 

CLD: adapt CLIC detector 
- Smaller beam pipe radius (15mm)  

• Inner pixel layer closer to IP 

- Not instrumented from 0 to 150 mrad 

- Smaller B field 
• Larger tracker radius (1.5 → 2.2m) 

- Smaller energies 
• Thinner HCAL (4.2m → 3.7m) 

- Continuous operation 
• Increased cooling 
• Thicker pixel/tracker layers 
• Reduced calorimeter granularity
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First rough ideas with performance comparison of the two detectors

CMS CLD



Higgs coupling measurements in a nutshell 

Measure total production cross section (independently of H decay) 

Measure total width in a model independent way 

Tag exclusive Higgs decays to measure individual BRs  
→ Deduce Higgs couplings from these 
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Recoil mass 
Recoil mass measurement in Z(ll)H is a key aspect of the Higgs physics programme 
- Gives common normalisation in H coupling measurements 

- Used for the mH measurement 
• Critical for resonant Higgs production 

- Most sensitive channel is Z→ μμ  

Limiting aspects for measurement accuracy 
- Track momentum resolution  

- Beam energy spread  
/ initial state radiation 

- Z decay width
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Tracking momentum resolution

CLD: 15% improvement (here several effects mixed ee / μμ, efficiency / resolution) 

Next: Study Z(μμ)H cross section, BR(H→μμ) and mH measurements as a function of the 
muon momentum resolution
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CMS CLD



Beam energy spread
For final states with a good mass resolution the BES plays an important role (compared to 
the tracking resolution) 
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0.17% BES on single beam

BES is negligible due to the modest resolution



EM resolution
Other channel with major sensitivity is with Z→ee 

Intrinsic calo resolution not the only aspect, bremsstrahlung (~ ID material) and its 
measurement very important too 

Benchmarks: quantify Z(ee)H cross section and BR(H → γγ) measurement dependence 
on Ecal resolution and ID material budget 

Study brem recovery algorithms
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Higgs boson total width
1) Tag Higgs to ZZ final states 

2) Measurement of VBF production at 350 GeV 

3) Combined fit of many channels
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VBF production

ννH(→bb) plays an important role, constraints 
on Higgs decay width improves all 
measurements 

Key aspects: b-tagging efficiency and jet 
energy resolution  
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Model-independent fit, statistical 
uncertainties only

5/ab at  
240 GeV 

+1.5/ab at  
365 GeV 



VBF production 

Increase signal yield (b-tagging 
efficiency) and separate ZH and VBF 
production (jet energy resolution)
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Replace CMS-2T with CLD 
component 
20% improvement with CLD 
No degradation due to BES

VBF

ZH



Jet energy determination
Distinguish two cases: events with or without significant missing mass 

With Mmiss: Use Calo/PFlow 

Benchmarks: cross section (or ΓH ) measurement accuracy of ννH(→bb) as function of jet 
energy resolution (previous slides) and Z(qq)H(X) measurements 

Without Mmiss: Deduce jet energies from jet directions and momentum conservation 

Study hadronic Higgs decay (H→bb, ZZ,…) measurements in ZH as a function of the jet 
angular resolution (CAL granularity)
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Jet energy determination from jet direction
Example: Z(qq)H(bb) four jet channel
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Huge gain from directional jet energy determination, further 15% improvement 
from CLD compared to CMS performance 
Study as a function of CAL cluster size (and tracking resolution)
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Heavy flavour tagging
H→bb,cc,gg discrimination crucial for the FCC-ee 
physics programme. HF tagging performance is 
one of the key questions for detector qualification 

Flavour tagging (b vs. c) 
- Decay length (IP parameter resolution) 

- Jet kinematic variables (mass etc.) 

- Semi-leptonic decays 

- … 

Need to study both algorithm and detector (and 
accelerator) design  

The ILC detectors are a good starting point (though 
important differences in detectors and machine)
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Model-independent fit, statistical 
uncertainties only
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b vs. c tagging
Precise knowledge of tagging rates are important to correct for cross contaminations in 
H→bb,cc,gg measurements 

b and c separation is particularly important due to the large H→bb and small H→cc BRs 
- ATLAS example, for a b-jet tagging efficiency of 80%, the rejection factors are about 100 for light-jets and 

only a factor of 4 for c-jets 

- Such low c-jet rejection will lead to a huge contamination of H → bb in H → cc candidate sample
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CP measurement
Measure CP phase of the H→𝛕𝛕 coupling 

In the decay 

the relative orientation of the two charged  
pions contains information on the CP phase 

Important to fully reconstruct the tau decay products with collimated final states 
- Separate different decay modes with small overlap (e.g. π0 close to π±)  

- PID for π± separation from other charged particles 

- Low energy π0 reconstruction
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CP even 
CP odd 
Maximal CP admixture



Top physics
In general: tt complex final state with leptons, (hf) jets and missing energy, but with 
relatively high signal purity 

→ Maximise signal yield with a high selection efficiency and detector acceptance for all 
objects. Also important for some Higgs measurements e.g. H→4l and limit on 
BR(H→invisible) 

Precision measurements of EW couplings tZ and tγ 

→ Use lepton energy and angular distributions of top decay to disentangle ttZ from ttγ  
in l+jets 

Search for FCNC in top quark decays 

→ c-tagging capability
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Top mass
Mass and width measurement with threshold scan 

Important exp. uncertainties on beam energy and alpha_s measurement 

Measure photons from ISR to accurately measure centre-of-mass of each event
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Conclusions and outlook
Basically all detector performance aspects relevant for Higgs and top physics 

Among the most crucial ones: tracking resolution and heavy flavour tagging 

A first comparison between CMS and CLD performance shows a 10-20% improvement 
across all Higgs measurements  

Next step would be a dedicated variation of performance parameters in benchmark 
measurements 

Can be a very complex problem. Optimise detector to control experimental uncertainties, 
redundancy, calibration, alignment, etc.  

Focus first on signal reconstruction, increase complexity thereafter 
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